
 

May 

Tue.2nd.May / Evening Walk / Heathhall Wood Area / 4 miles, C / Eric Pickering. The 
first evening walk of the year got off to a good start with not just fine weather but with a 

group of fourteen 
ramblers (including two 
non members). Parking 
was at the entrance to the 
woods by the Lockerbie 
roundabout.  Core path 
58 formed the basis of the 
walk; the group setting off 
towards the “Pines Golf 
course” and later at 
Bloomfield joined the 
cycleway leading to the 
Tinwald Downs Road. 

Here the Heathhall Woods were re-entered where a series of paths and tracks of an 
approximate “S” shape led back to the start. 

The evening stayed dry and sunny but there was always a coolish breeze though the 
Woods offered some shelter. There were other people about of course and spring 
growth was evident all around. Plenty of chat, naturally, everyone enjoying being out. 
Thanks Eric 

Sat.6th.May / Day Walk / Wanlockhead SUW Loop / 9 miles, C+ / Marion Wallace. 
Nine ramblers headed north to Scotland’s highest village for this walk. The weather 
was sunny and nice but a cold wind was always present. After parking in the village 
the route headed northwest by following the Wanlock Water (the SUW) past the 
disused mines. There was a short tea break at Duntercleuch before continuing on the 
meandering loop to Cogshead (a lot of the forest along this section had been clear 
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felled) for lunch. The footpath part of the SUW loop climbed steadily here before 
descending back to the Wanlock Valley. All that remained was a steady walk (passing 
the mines again) back to the start. 

The hill scenery all round was clear and spectacular with many familiar features 
identified including the Lowthers (and “Golf Ball”). Not much in the way of wildlife 
except a few birds (not identified) including the distinctive cry of a curlew. The mining 
area with remnants of machinery, quarries and spoil heaps is always good to see. The 
village itself, although so remote looked quite up beat in the sunshine with a number of 
cottages showing renovation and modernisation. At the end of a fine walk a number of 
the group were tempted by tea and cakes in the Visitor’s Centre. Thanks Marion      
p.s. Quote from Vivienne “this must be the driest bit of the SUW ever walked”  

Sun.7th.MAY / Day Walk / The Wiss & Peniestone Knowe / 13 miles, B / John Lumb. 
Seven ramblers turned out on a fine walking day. The weather was mostly clear and 
sunny and although breezy it wasn’t cold. Pauline and Christine from the Wigtown 
Ramblers were part of the group and were made to feel very welcome (this was a 
completely new area to them). The route was changed slightly with a waiting car at the 
Glen Café which made the walk slightly shorter but more enjoyable. After parking at 
the Dryhope end of St Mary’s Loch the uphill route included Altrieve Rig, Peat Law and 
the Wiss (the high point of the day) before descending steadily alongside forestry to 
the SUW. This was followed passing the ruins of Riskinhope to Pikestone Rig (leaving 
the SUW here) and on to Peniestone Know. Curving round the head of the valley to 
East Muchra Hill a steady descent took the group to the Loch of the Lowes and 
footpath back to the waiting car. 

Throughout the walk the hill scenery in all directions was clear and stunning with many 
features identified. The Eildon`s were spotted way to the east while just to the north 
was a glimpse of Megget Reservoir and nearby Broad Law. To the west was the 
Bodesbeck ridge and just behind across the Ettrick Valley, Ettrick Pen. The best 
perhaps was on the last descent to both lochs (who needs the Lakes!) shimmering in 
the sun with a few boats about. Walking underfoot was quite dry which was made 
easier by opportune quad bike tracks. There were several stops throughout to relax 
and enjoy the scenery (as well as lunch of course) when you could hear and see lots 
of skylark’s overhead. Lapwings were also seen as well as hearing a curlew. Colin and 
Dai came to the rescue of a very pregnant sheep which had somehow fallen over and 
couldn’t get back up (very lucky sheep and lamb!). The oddest sighting of all was 
perhaps a peacock butterfly flying across the summit of the Wiss (539m). We all 
agreed though a long day the weather gave the opportunity to enjoy this most beautiful 
area. Thanks John. 



Wed.10th.May / Evening Walk / Balcary Bay / 4 miles, C / Harvey Hogg. A beautiful 
sunny evening enticed thirteen ramblers out down to the coast south of Auchencairn. 
This was Harvey’s first walk as leader and his preferred route, starting at the Balcary 
Bay hotel headed west across country towards Loch Mackie. From here forestry paths 
and tracks led to the road which wound its way to the coast at Rascarrel Bay. Heading 
back east along the rocky shore the path wound its way up onto the cliff which was 

followed eventually curving round 
Balcary Point back to the start. 

There was no breeze to speak of but 
as the evening wore on under fading 
light it became noticeably cooler. 
Lots to see and enjoy throughout. 
There were masses of hedgerow 
flowers plus many more on the shore 
and cliffs. There was a lucky sighting 
of some porpoises from the “heughs” 
beyond which, out to sea, was          
a beautiful full moon steadily rising 

with its moonbeam on the shimmering water. Also some sheep and lambs plus curious 
young cows on the farmlands by Loch Mackie. On the cliffs were friendly donkeys and 
in the woods at Balcary a bat was spotted. A really good evening walk with of course 
lots of chat! Thanks Harvey 

Tue.16th.May / Evening Walk / Barhill & Rounall Woods / 4 miles, C / John Lumb. 
Again, fortunate to have a lovely evening with a hint of summer. Eleven ramblers 
turned out to enjoy a saunter in Dalbeattie`s two woods, the Barhill managed by the 
Forestry commission and the smaller Rounall with its historical connection with 
quarrying. After parking the walk started with a stroll through Colliston Park with lots of 
people also enjoying the weather. On entering the Barhill Woods the anticlockwise 
route followed the main trails through mostly deciduous woodland with a scattering of 
old conifers throughout. A short distance away across the road into the town was the 
smaller Rounall Woods where again an anticlockwise route was taken. 

Both “Woods” were greening up nicely above the forest floor which was carpeted with 
bluebells, ferns and other wild flowers. With the sun filtering through the trees it was a 
real treat to enjoy the sights and smells. In the Barhill Woods there were open views to 
the ruins of Edingham Castle and nearby the military area. Beyond there were good 
views of rolling farmland with a backdrop of Lotus Hill. In the Rounall Woods there was 
an information board giving an interesting history of the formation of these small 



woods. A heron and ducks with chicks were seen on the lake in Colliston Park and 
later a kingfisher was spotted in the burn. A wood walk enjoyed by all. Thanks John  

Sat.20th.May / Day Walk / Catbells & High Spy / 9 miles, B+ / Peter Challis. Fourteen 
ramblers made the journey to the Lakes parking near the north end of Derwent Water. 

The weather was overcast with 
threatening rain in the air. Shortly after 
starting the ascent waterproofs went 
on. The showers became more 
persistent especially in the middle part 
of the day only stopping late afternoon 
when the sun appeared. The classic 
route was followed along the undulating 
ridge to Catbells (tea break here) then 
over Maiden Moor to High Spy. 
Retracing steps a short distance,          

a steep rocky descent took the group to the Cumbria Way just above Derwent Water. 
This was followed back leisurely to the waiting cars. 

There was much deterioration of the upward route where, certainly along the approach 
to Catbells, there were numerous signs of path repair. Despite the deteriorating 
weather the views all round were superb showing that even under grey skies the hill 
beauty could always be appreciated and enjoyed. Care often had to be taken along 
the rocky sections, as the rocks were wet and slippery.  There were a few other 
walkers about but the walk was not overly busy as it can often be. The Cumbria Way 
route return was especially lovely, Derwent Water looking really nice with some boats 
out and the sound of a cuckoo in the woods on the far shore. At the end of the day 
there was a stop in Portinscale for some refreshments when John nearly missed the 
fun having been accidentally locked in Peter’s car! A good day, a long day, but 
enjoyed immensely. Thanks Peter. 

Sun.21st.May / Day Walk / Coniston Old Man / 8 miles A / Tom Lindsay. Seven 
ramblers travelled down to Coniston village for the start of this classic walk. The 
weather wasn’t very promising to begin with but improving conditions were forecast for 
later. After parking the route climbed steadily first along the “miner’s road”, leaving it to 
take the direct route below Low Water to the summit. The route then continued north 
to Swirl How then turned east heading to next major top of Wetherlam. The way back 
was south along the grassy ridge below Coniston Fells which descended to the 
“miners` road” then to the cars. 

On the ascent the group were climbing through low cloud but by the summit of 
Coniston Old Man the weather had brightened and remained clear for the rest of the 



walk. It was nice and cool on high ground with some breeze giving ideal walking 
conditions. Several groups of people were encountered on the ascent but for the rest 
of the time the group had the fells more or less to themselves. Underfoot the ground 
was firm with rocky and grassy well-used paths. The views all round were stunning. 
There was nearby Coniston Water and slightly to the north Windermere. Way to the 
south was Duddon Estuary and Morecambe Bay. Looking north from Wetherlam lots 
of familiar tops were seen from the Langdale Fells to the Borrodale Fells and way to 
the north across the Solway was the outline of the Galloway Hills. For such a long 
distance to travel a good weather day was needed and the group certainly made good 
use of it and enjoyed every step of the way. It ended of course in the only way for 
celebration refreshments in the Sun Inn. Thanks Tom. 

Wed.24th.May / Evening Walk / Brighouse Bay / 4 miles, C / Joe Hair. Eight ramblers 
came along on a lovely calm evening for this well-known walk at the coast south of 
Borgue. After parking by the Holiday Park the group set off round the Bay then onto 
the nearby cliffs following a well sign-posted route. Farm tracks led across the neck of 
land, dropping down to Ross where a minor road was joined. This went north 
eventually joining the Borgue road down to the holiday park at Brighouse.  

Though the tide was out there were still great views across the estuary out to sea. 
Along the cliffs there were lots of flowers out and even more so across the fields and 
at roadside edges. There were a few birds still about including oystercatchers but the 
most noticeable wildlife took the form of “dozens” of rabbits! Although a longish walk, 
the group returning well into dusk, it was very enjoyable throughout. Thanks Joe. 

Sat.27th.May / Adventure Walk / High Cup Nick / 12 miles, A / Stuart King. Nine 
ramblers for this adventure, the group making the long trip south to the Pennines by 
Dufton. Parking was at Murton just a short distance away being the start of the walk. 
After a short leg stretch to Hilton the route followed a stunning “V” shaped rocky valley 
northeast to disused former lead mines. Continuing to the head of the valley and on to 
Murton Fell the group followed the faintest of footpaths alongside Swarth Beck to its 
junction with Maize Beck. The group were now just in the Military Danger Area (not 
operational at present). The route had turned east and shortly after arrived at a 
footbridge just above High Cup Plain and the nearby Nick. After savouring the 
stunning views down this “V” shaped valley the group followed the “right hand” edge 
and after skirting Middle Tongue a valley footpath descended towards Harbour Flatt (a 
large house) and carried on back to the waiting cars. At High Cup Nick 3 of the group 
decided on the easier route back, following the Pennine Way (the left hand edge) back 
to Dufton and straight into the “pub” awaiting the return of the rest of the group! 



The day was really lovely for most part but for a short time on the descent to Harbour 
Flatt heavy rain meant 
waterproofs on. The 
unexpected stunning valley on 
the ascent was full of mining 
history going back several 
centuries (courtesy of an 
information board). Compared 
with the lovely beauty of the 
valleys including High Cup 
Nick with its exposed geology 
of basalt and dolomite sills the 
walk across Murton Fell was 
just a grassy and heathery 

ridge with many shooting butts dotted all over. Wildlife took the form of a hare, a snipe, 
a curlew and a few grouse. Perhaps the oddest sighting was of a pair of cyclists 
struggling across Murton Fell where walking wasn’t easy never mind the thought of 
cycling! It was a long day, tiring but thoroughly enjoyable. Thanks Stuart. 

Sun.28th.May / Half Day Walk + Extension / Hightae & Lochmaben Castle + 
Rammerscales / 5.5 + 5 miles C / Stuart King. Lovely weather all day more or less 
turned this outing into a “day” walk with nine ramblers out in the morning and seven 
ramblers remaining for the extension. From Hightae a track took the group to the 
banks of the river Annan which was followed a short distance leaving it for the villages 
of Greenhill then Heck. From here footpaths led to Castle Loch the group following the 
southern shore to Lochmaben Castle. The Annandale Way was used from here for the 
return to Hightae and lunch! The afternoon extension headed the other direction 
crossing the Dalton road to Mossburn and Rammerscales Wood. At the wood yard an 
uphill track towards Rockhall Moor circled back down again to Rammerscales house. 
A short scenic loop followed which took the group back to Mossburn then Hightae. 

There was lots to enjoy more or less every step of the way with ever changing 
beautiful scenery throughout involving river, loch, woodlands and fields all having their 
own beauty. There were sand martins, swans and cormorant on the river while Castle 
Loch was full of water birds as well. Summer flowers everywhere as well. At 
Rammerscales House itself the group met Mr. Bell MacDonald the present owner on 
his quad vehicle plus dogs. He was delighted to give the group the most interesting 
detailed history of Rammerscales. On the return to Mossburn, the animal sanctuary, 
there was an equally lovely tour round of the grounds and animals by the owners. A 
thoroughly good day all round the lovely weather playing a big part. Thanks Stuart. 



Tue.30th.May / Evening Walk / Treasure Hunt Around Dumfries / Jean &John 
Snary. Unfortunately only five ramblers came along to do the “hunt”, Jean & John 
seating comfortably in Green’s with all the “answers”! On a lovely evening the hunt 
took the group round familiar sights and places. They were given a map plus 30 
photos with green dots blanking out certain features. A list of possible answers were 
on a separate sheet so the group “simply” had to match them up! It worked very well 
but it was a pity only a small number turned out for such a lot of preparation involved. 
Thanks Jean & John. 

June 

Sat.3rd.June / Day Walk / Brydekirk to Hoddom / 7 miles, C / Joyce Pendleton. This 
was a really lovely walk, a familiar one for the group, on an equally lovely day. After 
parking at Brydekirk the group (fourteen ramblers) followed the west bank, stopping 
just short of Woodcock Air for a tea break. The route continued through the woods to 
Hoddom Bridge, crossing to return along the east bank. Lunch was enjoyed in the 
sunshine at a fisherman’s hut before continuing on through fields with a footbridge 
crossing to Brydekirk. 

Always lots of things to see and enjoy throughout including the sights and sounds of 
birds including a woodpecker (not seen!). Wild riverside flowers everywhere including 
the dreaded Himalayan Balsam (pretty to look at but very invasive). Good walking 
underfoot even Woodcock Air which can often be boggy in parts. Historical interest 
took the form of St. Kentigern`s church ruins and ancient cemetery. There was an 
interesting meeting of a man who was walking Land’s End to John O`Groats. A good 
relaxing walk with lots of chat as well. Thanks Joyce.  

Sun.4th.June / Day Walk / Lowther Hill / 8 miles, B+ / Colin Brickwood. With a 
reasonable forecast (though you can never be sure on the high hills) seven ramblers 
headed north to use the SUW for the steady climb to the “Golf Ball”. Parking was just 
beyond Overfingland in the Dalveen and two hours later the group were at the summit. 
A short “road walk” took the group to the high point of the day, Green Lowther where 
photos were taken by the trig point. Just beyond at Peden Head the steady descent 
followed the straightest dyke ever to Stowgill Dod descending after along its flank to 
the road and waiting cars. 

The weather was essentially dry except for several short downpours including some 
hail on the high ground. The dominant feature of the weather was the persistent cold 
westerly wind (a timely reminder to ensure adequate clothing is taken). The views of 
course were just stunning in all directions with many familiar features identified. The 
only exception was way to the east where the Clyde Valley windfarm complex 
dominated the landscape. Wildlife was all around with curlews, lapwings and 



oystercatchers at low levels and skylarks everywhere a higher levels. There was a 
possible owl sighting which would account for the number of voles seen. There was a 
hare as well, probably young, as it was more curious about us than just darting away. 
Flowers everywhere including two varieties of orchid and large patches of 
cloudberries. Quite firm underfoot though an area of peat hags had to be negotiated 
on the descent. A good day, a good walk finishing up with eats and drinks in the 
Drumlanrig café! Thanks Colin. 

Wed.7th.June / Evening Walk / Dalswinton / 5 miles, C / Peter Challis. There was a 
good turnout of thirteen ramblers for this local walk 
at nearby Dalswinton. Parking was at the entrance 
to the windfarm and after crossing the road the 
route headed through the woods stopping at the 
ruins of Dalswinton Old House with its round tower 
and curious half hidden cellars. Farm tracks were 
followed through Bankfoot and Bankhead farms 
where there were good views of the river and the 
old railway bridge, the route looping towards 
Dalswinton. A footpath was followed through the 
estate woods leaving to re-cross the road and 
taking the minor road up to Dalswinton Mill (now a 
house) where time was spent admiring the 

building with its watermill and garden. A loop from here passed Braehead before 
returning to the start.  

The evening was lovely and warm with a real summery feel with the wild flowers, birds 
and evening sun filtering through the trees. There was lots of chat of course everyone 
enjoying such peaceful surroundings. Thanks Peter. 

Sat.10th.June / Half Day Walk / Potholm Hill, Langholm / 5.5 miles, C+ / Tom 
Lindsay Stuart kindly stepped in to lead this walk as Tom’s Achilles injury prevented 
him from taking the risk. The weather was very poor, predominantly heavy rain, 
enough to put walkers off – only three ramblers made the effort. So this walk was 
postponed to a later date. 

Sun.11th.June / Adventure Walk / Easedale Round / 8.5 miles, A / Tom Lindsay. 
Unfortunately Tom, reluctantly pulled out of this walk due to an injury. Very kindly, 
Sarah took over leadership and together with eight others headed to the Lake District 
parking in the lay-by just outside Grasmere. The weather forecast predicted strong 
westerly winds and true to form that was what occurred which turned out to be the 
dominating feature of this walk. The route essentially followed the well-marked path 
into the Easedale Valley, steeply climbing alongside Sour Milk Gill with its spectacular 

Buzzard with Carrion 



waterfalls to Easedale Tarn. A steeply climbing footpath on to Blea Rigg joined another 
heading to Sergeant Man. Following the county boundary the route continued to Calf 
Crag, leaving it for the ridge over Gibson Knott to Helm Crag. Not far to go now, a new 
steeply descending path back to Grasmere ended a challenging “real adventure” the 
group pleased to be at last out of the wind. 

The weather was overcast and dry at the start with the winds picking up and 
increasing heavy rain adding to the challenge. Visibility deteriorated on the high 
ground and care had to be taken on route finding, not helped by the now strong wind 
and rain. No time to look around to enjoy the scenery all concentration being focused 
on the job in hand. The rain eased off later and eventually stopped. Later in a hostelry 
on the way back there was time to discuss and reflect on the day in warm and 
comfortable surroundings. Thanks Sarah.  

Tue.13th.June / Evening Walk / Eskrigg Nature Reserve (Lockerbie) / 3.5 miles, C / 
Grace McBain. A large group of nineteen ramblers enticed out for this one – probably 
inspired by Jim Rae’s talk and slide show at the Ramblers AGM. Also it was a pleasant 
evening for weather, being quite warm though overcast. Parking was at the reserve 
car park and shortly after at the Visitor’s Centre Jim gave the group a short update on 
the Reserve as well as visiting some of the hides. Red squirrels were seen as well as 

ducks and ducklings on the pond. It was rather sad to hear that no cygnets survived 
out of the seven hatched – predation being the likely cause. 

The route from the Visitor’s Centre headed south through woodland towards Hallburn 
where the perimeter footpath took the group to “Pips Corner” – a short refreshment 
stop here. Continuing on, the footpath emerged onto the road where on the opposite 
side there was a stop at the “Lockerbie Remembrance Cemetery”. With light starting to 
fade it was time to take the direct route back to the Visitor’s Centre, then car park. 



Everybody enjoyed the outing (and were well behaved) and all along Graham was 
busy taking photos. Thanks Grace. 

Wed.21st.June / Evening Walk / Morton Castle / 4 miles, C / Dave McMaster. Six 
ramblers from Dumfries met up 
with another three from the 
Thornhill area at the start of the 
walk – the Morton Castle car park. 
It was a warm, still, muggy and 
overcast evening with no threat of 
rain. The Heritage Trail was 
followed alongside Morton Loch, 
passing the Castle ruins on the 
way. At a “T” junction the uphill 
path was taken to the ridge above 
Kettleton Reservoir, stopping 
briefly for a coffee on a convenient 

seat on the ascent. The ridge was followed to the site of an ancient settlement before 
descending gradually southeast to farmland at lower levels. Crossing this (though it 
was a bit like moorland) using convenient gates it was easy enough to rejoin the 
Heritage Trail near the castle ruins. 

Though fairly overcast there was a good view of nearby Drumlanrig Castle and further 
afield the vague outline of Tynron Doon was spotted. There were information boards 
throughout which provided interesting reading about the Castle, habitat and 
settlement. The views from the ridge were good down to the Kettleton reservoir and to 
the Durisdeer hills beyond. Damselflies and orchids were seen near the Castle Loch 
and mountain hares were seen running across the farmland. This was a varied walk 
with lots to see and enjoy throughout. Thanks Dave. 

Tue.27th.June / Evening Walk / Paddy line, Dalbeattie / 4 miles, C+ / Monica 
Callander. This walk could not go ahead due to Military Exercises in the area. As a 
replacement an old favourite was chosen – the area being Caerlaverock and 
Wardlaw Hill (the grade and mileage being the same). No luck with replacement walk 
– persistent rain lasting all day was enough to dampen the spirits of walkers. An elite 
group of three decided to do something especially as the rain had eased off. Mabie 
Forest came to the rescue and mostly the blue route was chosen. Imagine walking 
through a “dripping” rainforest with no breeze and low misty cloud. The only life was a 
solitary biker and some activity at the Marthrown Centre. It was interesting to note 
extensive tree felling had taken place behind. It was well worth the effort especially 
having been inside all day! Thanks Monica. 



July 

Sat. 1st.July / Day Walk / Fairfield Horseshoe Classic / 11 miles, A / Tom Lindsay. 
Just six hardy ramblers made the trip down to Ambleside in the Lakes for this 
demanding classic walk. The route essentially headed north ascending the ridge over 
Low Pike, High Pike and on to Dove Crag for a lunch stop. Shortly after rounding Hart 
Crag the summit of Fairfield was reached with a short stop at the shelter. The return 
south on the west side of the Rydal Valley descended over Rydal Fell and Heron Pike 
with a saunter through Rydal Mount back to the start. 

It was unfortunate that after such a good start with warm sunshine cloud swept in from 
the west on Dove Crag accompanied by a brisk wind. Although no rain the drop in 
temperature warranted extra clothing. Clear brighter weather only re-appeared on 
Rydal Fell and of course the only views were had up to this altitude both on the ascent 
and descent. Superb mountain scenery all round with many features identifies as well 
as glorious views the length of Windermere with distant sightings of Morecombe Bay 
(but no Blackpool Tower!). There were a number of other walkers about especially 
around the summit but nobody stayed for long because of the weather. Only “one car” 
was able to stop in Ambleside for refreshments but all agreed it was a great day, 
repeated interestingly from an outing two years ago. 

Sun. 2nd.July / Day Walk / Balcary, Rascarrel & Barlocco Bays / 8mls, C+ / Sarah 
Wood. There were fourteen ramblers out on a good walking day. The weather was 
dry, cloudy with the occasional glimpse of sun, but when walking into the wind it felt 
like autumn! Starting from the “hotel” car park the route headed across country 
passing Loch Mackie to reach the Rascarrel road. Bypassing the farm using fields the 
group made for the track leading to Dons Knowe House. Shortly before the house a 
track descended gradually through some delightful woodland to the rocky shore of 
Barlocco bay. A suitable spot above the bay made a good lunch stop. The walk 
continued along the coast over Rascarrel Heights descending past the chalets to 
Rascarrel Bay. The familiar route along the cliffs made a fine ending to a delightful, 
varied and enjoyable walk. 

The views and scenery throughout were really lovely with many familiar features 
picked out including our local “mountains” of Bengairn and Screel. Across the Solway 
it became slightly hazy with just a vague outline of the Lakeland Fells seen. There was 
some excitement early on where a “Bear Grylls” approach was needed to cross the 
swollen Tacher Burn with a resulting few wet feet! The “new route” through the most 
delightful woodland was a real treat and just beyond was some intriguing mine 
workings to ponder over. The walk across Barlocco Bay was a bit of a “rocky” trudge 
avoiding the occasional “rubbish” blown in! The stunning cliff scenery after more than 



made up for it and it provided an excuse for an afternoon tea break. There was a 
variety of wildlife to enjoy including a hare, some grey seals and variety of sea birds 
including a family (we think) of peregrines near Balcary Point. A great day enjoyed by 
all ending with a variety of liquid refreshments enjoyed in Dalbeattie. 

Wed.5th.July / Evening Walk / Glenkiln / 4 mls, C / Angus Robertson. After a period 
of continuous rain it turned out to be a pleasant midge free evening for our visit to 
Glenkiln. Starting from the car park near Cornlee we walked via the Covenanter’s 
Road just to the north of Glenem. It is said that the King and Queen no longer rule 
over Glenkiln and that the Madonna representing the Visitation has also been removed 
though the little copse which sheltered her is still a very evocative spot. The return 
route was via Glenkiln Bridge and then minor road along-side the reservoir. 

This was a leisurely ramble with stops to look at the wild flowers and admire the lovely 
scenery and fine views. The thirteen ramblers who turned up thoroughly enjoyed their 
visit to Glenkiln and the stories about the area as related by their leader. 

Tue. 11thJuly / Evening Walk / Clarencefield Area / 6 mls, C / Graham Johnstone 
Just eight ramblers came along on a fine evening, the weather being comfortably 
warm. The start point was changed to Clarencefield, parking by the village hall. The 
route simply was a footpath to Brow Well on the Solway coast, then along the coast 
road to Cockpool before heading inland through a plantation to Comlongon Castle. 
Steps were retraced part way through the plantation to Beech Knowe where the forest 
track continued through to Knockhardy to rejoin a minor road back to the village. 

At Brow Well time was taken to read the information board about its connection with 
Burns. Cockpool proved to be far more interesting to the group as this was the place 
where Graham’s grandparents lived, their work being very much involved with the 

Estate. At the Castle (the new part being now a hotel) Graham gave a short interesting 
account of the history of the Castle and the Earls of Mansfield up to the present day. 
The countryside and scenery was quite varied between coast, plantation and field with 
lots to see and enjoy. A really lovely evening. 

An example of Spiral Growth 
common in Parkland trees 



Sat.15thJuly / Day Walk / Duchess’s Drive, Yarrowford / 8 mls, C+ / Marion Wallace. 
Just six ramblers made the effort today, hoping for better weather in the east. At 
Yarrowford it was just light drizzle, cloud cover at higher levels, enough to put on 
waterproofs. Using tracks all the way the group made their way through Black Andrew 
Wood before emerging to open hillside at Fastheugh. Meandering upwards the route 
wound its way over Fastheugh Hill before dropping down to the woods of Bowhill 
Estate (Duke of Buccleuch). Some leisure time was spent at the Estate House, 
Christine explaining the kitchens, Barclay and Marion strolling around the lake which 
had lots of yellow waterlillies. A stroll back from here along the state road passed 
Newark Castle with all its associated history. Descending through the cloud at 
Fastheugh Hill the weather had changed, the drizzle having stopped the day becoming 
much brighter and more enjoyable. Looking forward to some refreshment at the 
Gordon Arms there was some disappointment as it had been booked for a private 
function. Never mind, overall it had been a most enjoyable outing, taken at a relaxed 
pace. 

Sun. 16th.July / Day Walk / Kettleton Reservoir (Durisdeer) / 7 mls, B / John Lumb. 
The planned walk on the recce` proved to be unsuitable, mostly due to difficult 
unforeseen terrain. There was no hesitation in changing it for something better. The 
Kettleton Reservoir circuit is a good standby, living up to expectations helped by fine 
settled walking weather. There was a good turnout of fifteen (including two ladies from 
Thornhill and one from Glenluce).  From the village square the cemetery path 
continuing through Glenaggart started the walk, and after a short distance the first 
steep ascent of the day took the group to Ashycleuch Hill for a well-earned tea break. 
The hillside route (using mostly quad bike tracks) followed the up and down broad 
ridge on the west side of the Reservoir. Descending steeply to the dam – a good lunch 
break here set the tone for a relaxing stroll along a hillside track on the east side as 
the group made their way back to Glenaggart. 

There were superb views throughout, the Lowther tops to the north as well as the 
nearby Durisdeer Hills while to the east across the Nith Valley Cairnkinna was clearly 
visible on the horizon. There were good sightings of the Drumlanrig Estate and Castle 
as well as the ruins of Morton Castle. An information board on Morton Mains Hill gave 
a good account of local history including the nearby Iron Age Settlement. This is a 
good area for wildlife with quite a few voles scuttling about – possible dinner for the 
hovering kestrel! Also seen, a curlew, a kite, a heron and lots of pipits. The attraction 
of the bothy was too much for some, most of the group hurrying back for possible cake 
and tea at Durisdeer church. Being the first Sunday opening it proved to be far too 
busy so the Drumlanrig Café in Thornhill gave a fine ending to equally a fine day’s 
walking. 



Wed. 19th.July Evening Walk / Auchencairn, Torr Farm / 4 miles, C / John Lumb. 
Only five ramblers this evening, weather predictions forecasting heavy, thundery 
rainstorms. As it turned out the only rain was a brief shower on the way to 
Auchencairn. It was however a very warm, sticky, humid evening, not helped by 
waterproofs. From the bowling green car park the route through the millennium 
gardens joined the Hugh Paton Path as it followed the Merse to the Torr Peninsula. 
Using sign-posting there were visits to Ted Haven and Torr Point before rejoining the 
outward path. 

All paths were overgrown with long wet grass and along the Merse tall wet reeds – 
hence waterproof trousers remained on. The bay at Red Haven was really gorgeous, 
the tide being in, giving a super view across to Heston Island. At Torr Point, another 
beautiful place there was some interesting history surrounding the tar pot and stake 
nets. Inland with low drifting cloud and mist Screel and Bengairn looked very 
mysterious. There was plenty of wildlife about in the form of herons, curlews, 
oystercatchers, lapwings, swallows, two hares and a large frog. With fading light the 
group just about made it back before darkness and agreed although sweaty and sticky 
it had been most enjoyable. 

Sat. 22nd.July / Half Day Walk / Dundrennan to Abbey Burn Foot / 5mls, C / Anne 
Beattie. This walk had to be changed due to Military presence in the area. Kippford 
area provided a suitable alternative. There were nine ramblers out on a most 
unpleasant day – summarised perfectly by Anne as “ wet, wet, wet”. It more or less 
poured all day! Without paying too much attention to scenery it was just a case of 
“enjoying” the walk as much as possible as well as making it varied. 

From Kippford the route followed sign posting to the “Muckle Hill” descending carefully 
to join the Jubilee path to Rockcliffe. The Merse road then shore path continued to 
Castlehill Point – the site of a medieval fort. The return was through the caravan park 
back to Rockcliffe where the low level footpath was followed back to Kippford. This is a 
lovely area to be in all weathers and all agreed it was much better to do something 
rather than just cancelling the outing. 

Sun.23rd.July / Adventure Walk / Scafell / 8.5 miles, A / Tom Lindsay. This is a long 
day –best only attempted this time of year as there is a long drive to the start followed 
by a demanding walk/ there was a good turnout of seven tough ramblers parking just 
west of Hardknot Fort (Roman). The river Esk was crossed at Brotherilkeld where 
shortly after the gradual ascending route was followed north to the craggy outcrop of 
Slight Side (a brief stop here). The final pull to the summit of Scafell, a bit steepish was 
finally accomplished four hours after the start (and finally lunch). The tricky descent 
was down Foxes gully towards the upper reaches of the river Esk but as cloud had 
descended on the high tops with light drizzle it was decided to rejoin the outward path 



south of Slight Side. Even so, the descent was completed early evening. No time (or 
enthusiasm) to stop for Lakeland refreshments it was just a case of heading back up 
the road. 

The ascent was made in good weather giving fine views all round and interestingly no 
other walkers were met, even on the summit. After lunch there was time to explore a 
bit and the group were rewarded with good sighting of Mickledore and Scafell Pike just 
beyond (heaving with people!). Way to the east the Pennines could be seen while 
down to the southwest there were good views of Morecambe Bay and Barrow. All 
around there was stunning mountain scenery including Bow Fell and the Crinkles just 
to the east. Just a few people were seen on the descent – including a group of young 
folk. A long day, tiring, but most enjoyable and memorable. 

Tue.25th.July / Evening Walk / Café Walk (Palnackie/Glen Isle / 3.5 mls, C / Marion 
Glover. There was a good turnout of fifteen ramblers on the final evening walk of the 
summer. It was a pleasant, fine evening with still a lot of brightness. After parking the 
route headed south passing North Glen, turning into the Tornat Plantation to follow 
woodland tracks down to the Merse and the Glen Isle. A track headed down the spine 
of the peninsula to a point where it was possible to return by a shore path through the 
scattering of huts. All that remained was the direct return along the road to the “café”. 

There were fine views all round including a different view across the estuary (the tide 
was out) to Kippford and the coast round to Rockcliffe. Rough Island was easily seen 
the whole area looking lovely in the fading light. Everyone of course was looking 
forward to the tea and cakes in the Willow Tree which had opened especially for the 
occasion. 

Sat.29th.July / Day Walk / Classic Pentlands / 9 miles, B+ / Frank Hall.  Just five 
ramblers for this walk in the Pentland Hills National Park parking at the Flotterstone 
Visitor’s Centre. This route covered the five main tops of Turnhouse Hill, Carnethy Hill, 
(a settlement summit), Scald Law (the highest with a trig point) then finishing with the 
twin hills of East and West Kip. The return through the valley just to the north passed 
the reservoirs of Loganlea and Glencorse. Paths were firm, sometimes stony, the hills 
linked with steep ascents and descents. Frank set off at a brisk pace hoping to 
complete the hills before the forecast of impending rain set in. Apart from a very strong 
southwest wind and the occasional squally shower the day stayed surprisingly dry. 

The views of course were superb in all directions. There was the expanse of 
Edinburgh to the north (both road and rail bridges seen) and further along the coast 
the distinct North Berwick Law with a hazy Bass Rock just behind. Just to the 
southeast was nearby Penicuik while way to the south were the Border hills. The walk 
was shared with other walkers, some runners, an occasional mountain bike and 



groups of “Outward Bound” youngsters. Both reservoirs were popular with boating and 
fishing. The nearby Flotterstone Inn was too tempting especially as Frank treated the 
group to various liquid refreshments before the long drive back. A good day, a tiring 
day but thoroughly enjoyed. 

Sun.30th.July / Day Walk / Cross Borders Drove Road / 7.5 mls, B / Ken Baxter. 
Eight ramblers came out today to walk a short section of this ancient Drove Road 
where hardy black cattle as well as sheep were driven to market south of the Border. 
The start of the walk was at Orchard Mains just south of Traquair. A minor road 
heading west, then track led on to open hillside to skirt the southern tip of Cardrona 
Forest. This continued gradually north over Kailzie Hill to the outskirts of Peebles. 
From Peebles, bus took the walkers east to Innerleithen where a waiting car enabled 
the return to the start. 

It was a good walking day staying sunny/cloudy though it was breezy from the 
southwest being more pronounced at high levels. Underfoot, the ground was firm 
using these ancient tracks as they wound their way across mostly heather moorland 
(just starting to colour up). The surrounding hillside scenery was superb in all 
directions as well as there being great views to Peebles on the descent. There were a 
few people about both walkers and mountain bikers but no grouse were seen. Before 
getting on the bus there was ample time for the café stop reflecting on this new walk 
for the group. 

August 

Sat.5th.Aug./ Half DayWalk / Barshill Fort./ C/3/500 / Stuart King. On a lovely sunny 
morning this walk was perfect 
(with some adventure!) 
before the BBQ in the 
afternoon.There was a good 
turnout of 15 including 2 new 
walkers plus Heather who 
was back up here for a 
holiday. Parking was just 
north of Tinwald by a disused 
quarry. Minor road to 
Damhead followed by a lane, 
track and hillside saw the 
group at Barshill Fort where 
there were superb views all 

round. There was nearby Amisfield and to the south the Solway was in sight. Way to 

 



the east Burnswark stood out quite clearly. The return using fields, fences(some 
electric) and dyke gave some excitement with young inquisitive cows obstructing 
progress in the fields and at Cotland Farm. A thoroughly enjoyable morning for all 
sorts of reasons. 

Sun.6th.Aug / Adventure Walk./ Moffat-Swatte Fell / B+/11/2500 / John Lumb.           
Eight Ramblers today braving the forecast which predicted settled conditions early on 
followed by showers and persistent rain later in the day. From Moffat the route took in 
the back streets of the town to Gallow Hill, followed by Hind Hill then Greygill Head for 
a well-earned break. The route continued steadily uphill over Blue Cairn to flat summit 
a combination of map, compass and a convenient fence lines saw the group heading 
for the shelter of the Roundstonefoot Plantation for lunch. It had also quite cool with 
some hail amongst the rain. Rough, tussocky terrain along the forest edge thankfully 
led to a distinct quad bike track which wound its way downhill alongside Mere Cleuch 
to a conveniently positioned bridge over the Birnock Water. Farm track, then minor 
road led back to the town where mocha, tea and cake ended a long, but very fine walk. 

There were first class views until the rain started particularly to the Beef Tub, Hartfell 
and the lovely countryside around Moffat. On the heathered areas of the hills it was 
nice to see it turning purple and at lower levels the blue harebells looked lovely among 
the yellow tormentil and the occasional patch of butterwort. No wildlife seen apart from 
two small birds which provided some discussion on whether they were pipits, 
wheatears or skylarks? John and Dai experienced a bit of leg cramp and apart from 
being quite wet everyone was in good spirits – a real adventure day! 

Wed.5th.AUG. / Evening Walk / Glenkiln / C/4/500 / Angus Robertson. After a few 
spits of rain at the start it turned 
out to be an excellent day for a 
ramble – a fairly cool summer 
day with bright periods. Starting 
from Shawhead P.S. the group 
of 15 including 2 new members 
walked to Killylour Water 
Works and crossed the bridge 
alongside – a new route for 
everyone. The bridge was high 
above the rapidly flowing Scarr 
Burn and on an adjacent piece 
of wasteland were some lovely flowers including brilliant blue cornflower. We 
continued across Holm Moor and had an early coffee stop with an opportunity to 
admire the beautiful countryside. We then continued via  Threepneuk and Skeoch 



alongside the adjacent track which emerges on the Routin Bridge road. The track 
being at the height of summer was a bit overgrown in places. We then walked via the 
ford on the Auld Water where we stopped for lunch. The return route was along part of 
the old coffin route via Larbreck and Old Cluden farms back to Shawhead. 

This was a pleasant day out around the woods and lovely scenery of Irongray with 
changing distant views over the Cairn Valley and towards Criffel. All within a few miles 
of town. Thanks Angus. 

Sun.13th.Aug / Day Walk / Menzion Valley (Tweedsmuir) / C+/9/1600 / Terry 
Cumisky. Nine ramblers came along on a lovely sunny day curtesy of a brief period of 
high pressure weather conditions. Parking was near the start of Menzion Valley just a 
short distance along the road to the Fruid Reservoir. The route simple followed a forest 
track (called the Silver Jubilee Road) as it wound along the flanks of several forested 
hills in an anticlockwise direction around the valley. 

The walk took Four and a Half hours at a steady rate on a mostly good firm forest track 
with the tea break and lunch taken at good view-points making use of convenient tree 
stumps. Throughout the day there was evidence of tree felling which provided good 
views of the surrounding hill scenery as well as sightings of both the Fruid and later 
the Talla Reservoirs. There was plenty of the usual chat throughout, the group 
delighting in the lovely weather. At the end there was the traditional stop in Moffat for 
end walk tea and cakes! A good day enjoyed by all.Thanks Terry. 

Sat.26th.Aug / Day Walk / Pike o' Blisco, Crinkle Crags and Bow Fell / A/10/3900 / 
Tom Linsay. Four ramblers made the journey down to the Langdale Valley hoping for 
good weather for this long and demanding walk. The weather remained lucid only the 
“Crinkles” having a thin covering of cloud from time to time. After parking at the N,T. 
car park this classic route took them up Wrynose Fell to Pike of Blisco, the first top. On 
the ascent there was a stop for a tea break. The route continued via Great Knott to the 
start of the Crinkles ridge (lunch 1 here). Continuing along the ridge (missing out the 
rather gloomy looking “bad step” there was a stop for lunch 2 before the final climb of 
the day to Bow Fell. On the long gradual descent down the “Band” afternoon tea was 
taken -. It had been a long day! Finishing the walk at about 7.00pm. there was time for 
refreshments and chips in the “Stickle Barn” before heading home. 

Despite a very busy Langdale Valley only 2 groups of walkers were met during the 
walk so the group had all that wonderful scenery to themselves. There were excellent 
views to the south over the Coniston Fells to Morecambe Bay. To the east the 
Pennines were visible under clear skies. Just to the west the Scaefel range looked 
spectacular while to the north range after range stretched as far as Skiddaw. Nearby 



to the south east there was the whole length of Windermere, With Stops the walk took 
9 hours but was well worth it making use of a settled day weatherwise. 

Sun.27th.Aug / Day Walk / Bengray & Craig of Grobdale / B+/9/1900 / Sarah Wood 
Thirteen ramblers went out today obviously attracted by by the prospect of tea and 
cakes, the weather being fairly settled but mainly overcast with occasional light drizzle. 

Parking was at 
Knocktinkle car park 
on the Lauriston 
road just north of 
Gatehouse. The 
route essentially 
headed east by Gray 
Hill and Benfadyeon 
before aiming for 
Bengray on the edge 
of Glengap Forest 
and a “banana” stop! 
The walk continued 
with a descent to the 
shore of Loch 
Whineon following 

the south western bank to the “tunnel shaft” and an ascent of nearby Craigtype for 
lunch 1. Then it was on to the Fell of Laghead, the high point of the day before 
descending to the Lauriston road and a forest track which led to the base of Craig of 
Grobdale. The rough ascent led to lunch 2 before the descent by the same route back 
to the forest track and Lauriston road. A 1.5ml.walk south on the road completed the 
walk 

Dave and Barclay headed back to the car park after Craigtype. Sarah unfortunately 
lost her tablet on the Craig of Grobdale ascent but it was found by Colin when 4 of the 
group went to look for it. The going was in the main fairly firm underfoot but the 
amount of up and down throughout was quite tiring. The cloud descended on Bengray 
and the Fell of Laghead but otherwise the day remained fairly clear although 
sometimes a bit “ghostly”. Apart from the “summer tussocks” the tall bracken proved to 
be a bit of a hindrance. All in all though a slightly shortened outing it proved to be quite 
an adventure and the tea and scrumy cakes were very warmly appreciated at Janet’s 
and Sarah’s. Thanks Both. 
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